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on 3 May 1978 Mr BERKHouwER tabred a motion for a resor.ution
(Doc. 77/78) on eommunity measures for auxiliary vessers of Member
states and of associations and foundations with tegar personality,
established in Member States, which provide medical and technical
assistance at sea to community fishermen exercising their profession
inside and outside the waters of the European Economic community.
on 8 May 1978 the European parriament referred this motion for a
resolution to the Committee on Social Affairs, Emplolzment and Education
as the committee responsibre and to the committee on Regional policy,
Regional planning and Transport for its opinion.

ljrr BERIGotwER withdrew this motion for a resorution on
19 'January 1979 and repraced it by a motion for a resorution
(Doc- 573/78) on the coordination of the activities of fisheries
auxiliary vessels at community revel. on 19 ,January L979 this motion
for a resorution was also referred by the European parriament to the
committee on social Affairs, Employment and Education as the committee
res;rcnsible and to the committee on the Environment, public Health and
consumer protection, the committee on Agriculture and the committee on
Budgets for their opinions.

on 1 February 1979 the committee on social Affairs, Emplolzment and
Education appointed Mr KAVANAGH rapporteur.

It considered the mattar at its
1978 and of 20 Feburary and 23 March
3 April 1979 approved this report by
abstentions.

meetings of 2I and 25 September
1979, and at its meeting of
11 votes in favour with two

Present : Mr Van der GUN, chairman; Mrs DUNWOODy, vice_chairman;
Mr I(AVAMGTI, rapporteurr Mr ADAIr{s, Mr ALBERS, Mr BERTRAND, Mr rcueuEREr,
MT DINESEN, MT GEURTSE}I MT PTSONT, MT SANTER, MTS SQUARCIALUPI ANd
MT VANDEWIELE.

The opinions of the committee
the Environment, public Health and
Committee on Budgets are attached.

on Agriculture, the Committee on
Consumer Protection and the
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A

The committee on sociar Affairs, Emproyment and Education
hereby submits to the European parriament the forrowing motion
for a resolution together h,ith explanat,ory statement:

MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION

on the coordination of the activities of fisheries auxiriary
vessels at Community Ievel

Tl:e European parliament,

- having regard to the motion for a resorution tabred by r{r
BERKHOI v,ER (Doc. 573/78) ,

- having regard to the report of its committee on sociar Affairs,
Employment and Education and the opinions of the committee on
Agriculture, the committee on the Environment, pubric Health and
consumer protection and the committee on Budgets (Doc. tol/r9),

I. Notes with appreciation the measure of de facto coordination between
the actrvities of frsheries auxrriary vessels that has arready been
operated by the l{ember StateE for a number of yeare;

2. Takee the vi-ew, however, that despite this first move towards
coordination, in respect of working conditions, fishermen are
stiIl far from enjoying the same standards of social measures and
protection as apply to other shore-based occupations;

3. corrsioers, therefore, that such assistance as is now available
to fishermen is quite inadequate;

Notes that the community is required under Article 9 of Regulation
No Lol/76 laying down a common structurar poricy for the fishing
industry (oJ No L 20/76, p.2L) to take measures to contributG to
'the improvement, in step with technical progress, of the standard
and conditions of riving of the population wrrich depends on
fishing for its livelihood, ;

Notes, moreover, that in paragraph 53 of its resorution of 16
December 1977 (oJ No c 6/78, p. L25) parliament once again carred
on the commission 'to begin preparation of an overarl social
policy for the fisheries sector covering such matters as ...
safety both on board ship and at sea, ;

4.

5.

tr PE 56.745/ fin.



6. Requests the Commission, therefore, to submit proposals by mid-I979

at the latest (see paragraph 8 below) for the progressive imProve-

ment, intensification and exPansion of the system of au(iliary
vessels for the sea fishing industry;

7. Requests the Commission in this connection to examine whether

the activities in question could be delegated by the Community,

and under its supervision, to existing organizations or
institutions possessing the necessary exPerience;

Requests the Commission to ensure that, with effect from 1980,

an item is entered in the Community budget, as provided for
inter alia in Article 18 of the draft directive on certain
imrnediate measures to adjust capacity in the fisheries sector
(Doc. 357/77 - IV = col,l(77) 543 final), in order to ensure adeguate

Bupport for the measures referred to in pa.ragraphs 5 and 7 of
this resolution;

calls on the commission, within the framework of the action urged
in paragraph 5, to aim urtimatery at the overall coordinationlof
existing services and institutions in the l,lernber States that render
assistance at sea to merchant and passenger vessels and preasure
craft, with a view to achieving the highest possible lever of
safety at sea.

Urges the Commission, on the basis of the legal bages referred
to in pa..rgrephs 4 and 5of this resolution. also to draw up as

soon as possible proposals for an optimum prograrnme of vocational
training for deep-;ea fishermen in the Ivlember States, since this is
a matter of general social significance and would help to inprove

safety standards for sea-going fishermen;

11. Requests the Commission also to consider how the corununity could
provide extra financial support for these ar:tions from the
European Social Fund;

12. Instructs its President to forward this resclution and the attached
report to the Council and Comrnission of the guropean Communities

and, for information, to the Joint Committee on Social Problems

in Deep-sea Fishing.

8.

9.

LO.
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B

E)@I.ANATORY STATEMENT

I. Present situation

1. rn the community of the Nine some 150,000 persons are emproyed in
deep-sea fishinq in the narrow sense of the term, that is, excluding those
who work ashore. some 65,000 are employed in deep-sea fishing in the
Atlantic and northern waters, a fishing area covering more than 4 million km2,
or three times the area of the Community.

As a rule, fishing voyages are lengthy, and the crew,s working
conditions differ from those of virtually every other occupation in that the
everyday t.ecirnical, medicar and rogistic support, which is never very
far away for anyone, doee not exist. The obiective-of
this parliamentary initiative is, therefore, to improve the facilit,ies for
assistance, that is, to put fishermen on a more equal footing with other
occupations.

2. It is, of course, true that the crews are not entirely without :ssistance,
because fisheries auxiliary vessels are stationed in the main fishing grounds
to provids such medical, technical and logistic support and also ensure that
weather reports, are broadcast, including warnings of imminent bad weather.

At present, the following vessels are generally available:

- GODETIA

TRI'FFAUT

- MEERKATZE

POSEIDON

FRITIIJOF

NORDENHAIVI

It,TINDEN

ROTERSAND

- L'AGILE
LOIRE

TENACE

- De HOOP

- OTHELLO

HAUSA

MIRANDA

Belgium

Federal Republic of Gerrnany
I

ta

I

I

lt

France
ta

I

Netherlands
United Kingdom

I

I

Annex I illustrates the area covered by and the general location of
these ships.
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3. These vessels are, however, by nc means permanently stationed in
fishing grounds. A report relarting to 19751 =ho*s that in that year

following assistanc€ u.ts actually available:

the
the

(i) To the west anC south of Ireland

mid-February - mid-March

second half of June

November

(one auxiliary vessel during a

(L'A9iIe)

fev; weeks in the year)

(ii ) Irish Sea - Bristol Channel - Enqlish Channel

second hal f of March

second half of April
first half of October

first half of November

May to October inclusive
(that is, two auxiliary vessels during
over a somewhat longer period)

(iii) North Sea

the whole year

June and September

June

October

January - May

September - December

(iv) Northern and eastern Icelandic waters

January - May

(Godetia )

il

I

(De Hoop)

the summer and one

(v)

(De Hoop, Frithjof,
Poseidon)

(Godetia )

(Tenace)

(Truffaut)
(Loire)

(othello, Halrsa,
Miranda )

(Meerkatze, Nordenham,
Minden and Rotersand)

(three vessels for a period of 4 months)

Western and southern fcelandic waters

the whole year

1(vi) Nortten and lrlestern Atlantic - Newfoundland

the whole year
January - May

September - December

(two vessels for the whole fishing area, and

two quarters)

(Frithjof, Poseidon)
(Loire)

one further vessel for

Doc. EEC z v/n/Z: Annex II is
a specimen. See alsoPoint 13

extract from this
this explanatory
8-

document, included
memorandum

an
of
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4. of these vessels only the Godetia, the l,Ieerkatze, the Frithjof and

the De Hoop carry a full range of facilities, viz:
- doctor
- nurse

- sick-bay
- pharmacy

- technical assistance (supply of spares, fitters)
- supplies of drinking water

- supplies of fuel
- towing equipment

- radio transmitters, e.g. for broadcasting meteorological information.

In other words, there are available for all waters fished bv Comrnunity vessels:
13 doctors or nurses, 12 sick bays, 9 pharmacies, 12 workshops, 7 vessels
with facilities for supplying drinking water and 5 for supplying fuel.
13 auxiliary vessels have towing equipment, but not all the auxiliary
vessels can give assistance by means of a radio transmitter.

It should be noted that this figure of 15 vessels was only attained
in 1975; in the early L97O's there were only 6 vessels.

5. Some examples are given below to illustrate the achievements made over

the last feu decades in provioing assistance at sea by means of auxiliary

ves sel s.

The hospital ships 'Frithjof' , ' Poseidon' , 'Meerkatze' ' 'Nordenham' '

,Rotersand, and ,Minden, treated a total of 52,764 patients in the period

Ig48-Lg77 (more than 1,750 per year) '

The number of technical assistance missions was 265,28,6' The floating

weather stations broadcast 310,871 weather rePorts' A total of 3'LO4'920

nautical miles was sailed. The abovementioned ships sail under the ftag of

the Federal RePublic of Germany'

1

The Dutch hospital ship ,De Hoop'r treated 14,890 patients in the period

lg52-Lg77 (almost 6,ooo per year). In addition, L2,752 medical consultations

were given by radiotelephone. The number of technical assistance missions \^'as

4,539. The total number of nautical miles sailed was 424'235'

1A1"o used for the hotding of church services
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Breakdown of treatment of 14,890 patients:

1. Surgical treatment
2. Internal illnesses
3. Denta1 treatment
4. Optical treatment
5. Skin comPlaints

6. Ear, nose and thr^oat

7. Neurological comPlaints

8. Psychiatric comPlaints

9. Rheumatism

10. Venereal disease

5,456 patients
3,539 rr

Lt474 rr

59O tr

L,L79 '!,

L,465 r,

451 '|,

L47 tr

]-44 rr

445 rr

6. FinallY, the following is
vessel (hosPital shiP) should

a summary of the requirements which an auxiliary
meet from the medical Point of view:

A hospital ship should have optimal sailing qualities. In particular' a

high standard of stability is required and, for the sake of the patients' the

motion of the ship should be as :omfortable as possible'

Hospital ships which also operate in Arctic waters must be strong enough

to cope with ice and must be fitted out with a modern and well-equipped

weather station.

Hospital ships operating in waters in which grouPs of vessels fish at long

distances from one another should also be equipped with a helicopter

(North East AtIantic, Arctic waters, sub-tropical and tropical waters) ' This

means that alrowance must be made at the design stage for sufficient deck space,

including a hangar on the afterJeck'

Hospital ships which will generally be providing assistance in sub-tropical

or tropical waters (e.g. implementing the fisheries clause in the convention of

Lom6) need to be suitably equipped, and this ought preferably to be taken into

account at the design stage. Here particular attention should be paid to the

Sick-bay, out-patients dePartment, srurgery, pharmaCy, crews' quarterS' galley'

storeroom, engine room and workshops, and the bridge'

-10- PE 56 .745/fin.



A well-equipped hospital ship should, as a minimum, have a modern sick-
bay with 12 beds (two four-b:,l rooms and two two-bed rooms) as welr as an
isolation ward.

It should also have a pharmacy, an X_ray room, plasma and. oxygen, a
surgery, an outpatient,s department with waiting room, and a day_ward for
outpatients, with a library.

The majority of the hospital ships (auxiriary vessels) operating in
Community waters and elsewhere generally meet the abovementioned requirements.

-11 - PE 56.745/fin.



II. International organizations

7. With respect to safety at sea it should be noted that the CommiLtee

ofi Working Conditions in Deep-sea Fishing, set up in Decembet L962 by the

International Labour Orqanization (ILO), adopted a resolution which included

the recommendation that a practical international manual should be compiled

containing a list of the current directives relating to safety in m:rigims

ahipping, fishinE activities and fishing as an occuPation; this resolution
also urged the ILO in association with the Food and Aqriculture Orqanization

of the United Nations (FaO) and the Inter-Governmental lrhrit,ime C6nsrrltative,,,'.
(IMco)i to 

"*"roine 
the possibility of setting up a body which

could pretrEre a printed manual of this nature.

As part of its activities to protect human life at sea and improve
1

eafety on board, IMCO-agreed to cooperate in the compilation of a manual

of thle kind, which would consrist of two parts: Part A, designed for maBters

and crew, and Part B, written specially for shipbuildere, shilDownere and

self -employed f ishermen

part A, entitled 'Practical guidelines for the safety and hygienq of
masters and crew' was approved at the joint FAO-ILO-IMCO meeting of advisers

for safety on board fishing vessels which was held from 4 to 13 September

1968 at the ILo building in Geneva.

The first pa.rt runs to 90 pages and gives brief practical direct-ives

concerning navigation, safety of the vessel and safety on board the v-essel,

safety during fishing operations, a number of specific safety measures',

Iife-saving appliances, fire prevention and fire-fighting techniques,

appliances designe6 for uee by the crews of flshing veeaelc, tafety pro6cr- -

durcB when abandonlng ship, survival techni-ques precedlng rescue and rescue

LtaeJ-f. Ttrls part alao contains some annexes including, for oiample, a

deacription of how radio-telephone equipment workE and of the prineipal
ncthods of artificial respiration.

I On Zg November 1978 thb Couircil decided in principle in favour of
European Community accession to IMCO (Council of Transport Irlinisters'
press release No. 1356/78-Presse I56)
see also: writterr Question No. 927/78i OJ No. C 92/79; p- 10-
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Part B, which deals with more technical matters, is still in
preparation-. An ad hoc working party, set up earlier and instructed
to consider stability criteria for fishing vessels, was later replaced
by a subcommittee on the safety of fishing vessels which wa asked to
draw up for the committee on safety at sea regulations on safety and
hygiene which must be observed in the construction and outfitting of
fishing vessels.

The first reeommendation concerning stability criteria for fishing
vessels was approved by the IMCO General Meeting at its fourth extraor-
dinary session held from 26 Lo 28 November 1968. fn the 1i9ht of this
recommendation, Resorution A.168 (ES.rv) was drawn up which dealt with
the preparation of stability curves, average loading standards which must
be taken into account when calculating stability, measures to be taken in
the event of icing, the means by which the vessel's overall stability can be
determined on the basis of ro11 duration, moveable bulkheads in the fish
holds, loading and unloading doors, hatch-coamings and door si1ls. rt
also listed a number of precautions which masters and officers of fishing
vessels must take. These measures constitute an initial general approach
to problems relating to the safety of fishing vessers, especiarly with
regard to the implications for stability.

A more complete set of rules now in preparation will include general
provisions relating to the t-ull-, freeboard, stability, engines and
electrical equipment. The committee on safety at sea has also approved
a recommendation which is to be published as a separate document pending
finalization of Part B of the document.

The committee has also considered and approved the harmonized defini-tions of the principal characteristics and olher specific features offishing vessels and has decided to recommend to all members of IIr,Ico tlratthey gradually begin utilizing these terms whenever possible in technicalinformation relating to fishing vessels and, whererrei possibre, in theirnat,ional legislation. At its most recent session the II4Co General l{eetingalso adopted (see Resolution A.207-vrI of L2 october 1971) a recommendation
on a provisional stability standard for fishing vessels having a deck lessthan 30 metres long.

On 15 october 1971 the General Ivleet,ing also adopted ResoLution A-Z4g(Vrr) concerning the organization's rong-term work piogramme. This pro-
gramrne scheduled a technical conference for 1975 at which safety provisions
,for fishing vessels could be drawn up.

8. At the 55th meeting of the General Conference of the rnternational
Labour Organization held in October 1970 in Geneva, the following texts
were adopted:

Convention No. 134 and Recommendation No. L42 on the prevention of
occupational accidents to seqmen.

Despite the definitions set out in pa.ragraph 1 of Article I of this
Convention, it is apparently impossible to include fishermen under the
terms of this Convention.

on the one hand, at the preparatory conference held in Genoa in
1969 and again at the General conference held in Geneva in 1970, the
organizations representing both owners and fishermen were clearly not
included as such in the various delegations.

i.e. tn 1972.
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On the other hand, whenever the General Conference of the International
Labour Organization examined or approved measures relating to fishing,
such measures were always expressly mentioned in the titles of the variss5

Conventions or Recommendations - e.g. Convention-No. L26z 'Convention on

accommodation on board fishing vessels'.

Convention No. 134 and Recommendation No. L42 n:ay still serve as

a basis for possible initiatives in the fisheries sector-
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III. Community

9. Following the partial implementation of a common fisheries policy, the
Joint Committee on Social Problems in Deep-sea Fishing hras set up in 1970
at community level and forms part of the commission's Directorate-General
for social Affairs. Consideration of these problems was one of that
committee' s earliest tasks.

In a document published in 1972 which concerned in particular medical
assistance for deep-sea -'ishing vessels,the Joint committee on social
Problems in Deep-sea Fishing made the following practical proposal:

'In order to extend Community medical and technical assistance on the
high seas, it appears desirable that the activities of hospital and auxiliary
vessels should be organized on a European basis.

rn the right of the opinion of the Joint Advisory committee on
social Problems in Deep-sea Fishing, the commission could instruct a

central bodv to coordinate the activities of hospital and auxiliary vessels
in the major fishing grounds in the North sea, the rrish sea, the north-
east Atlantic, the north-west Atrantic and sub-tropicar waters. rt is
clear that the present fleet of hospital and auxiriary vessers is too
small to attain this objective, even partially. Nonetheless, an immediate
start must be made along these Iines. Ttre Netherlands has indicated that it
is in principle prepared to consider any proposals on this subject.

It aPPears essential that the Joint Advisory Committee should advise
and assist this central body in the elaboration and implementation of its
policy.'

The committee proposed the following system:

Assistance at sea

(1) Inclusion of a doctor in the crew of certain trawlers or factorv ships

Ttre inclusion of a medical team - even a small- one - on board trawlers
is impossible for material and financial reasons.

(2) Community auxiliary vessels

Ilrese would be vessels which undertook no fishing operations. They
wourd have availabre on board a small sick-bay with 10-20 beds and a
treatment room which could be converted into an operating theatre.

- ls - PE 56.745/fin.



Ihe medical staff on board would consist of one doctor and one nurse.

Apart from medical assistance, in order to be fulry effective, theseships shourd arso be able to provide technical assistance and weatherinformation to fishing vessels. once it had been decided that these shipsshouLd be put into service, it wouLd then be necessary to define the zonesor fishing grounds where they would be operational and assign one or morevegsels to each' The auxiriary vessels wourd then given assistance to anyvesg,el in need without discriminationl.

10. At its meeting of April L973, the committee approved a report on
medical and technical assistance on the high seas2, which the Commission
submitted to the Permanent Representatives Committee (COREPER) shortly
afterwards; in its turn that committee thought that. the document should
be forwarded to the appropriate departments in the Member states.

In September 1973 a meeting took place between official government
representatives who came to the following conclusions:

(i) all acknowledged the need for appropriate medical, technical and
meteorological assistance for fishing vessers on the high seas;

(ii) it was decided that there should be an initiar stage of de facto
coordination of the activities of the Member States' vessels sailing
in the etlantic3 - on a (from the legal angle) voluntary basig with
the Commission's departments acting as a central base.

so much for :he background. Annex rr to this document contains a

specimen of the sailing schedutes as madc available - on one occasion -
to interested parties by the commission on the basis of information
received in 1975.

11. At the meeting referred to it was also decided that a Working party
on the coordination of assistance on the high seas should be set up.
fhis is made up as follows:

Points 7, 8 and 9 are
Doc. EEC v/236/72

Doc. EEC: v/L25O/L/72

with the exception of
vessels of this type

taken from a report by the .Ioint Committee,

Italy; Denmark and freland do not have any auxiliary
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(i) Representatives of national services and representatives of
institutions or associations which own operational auxiriary
vessers, and of detrnrtments which are responsibre for drawing
up such vessels, sailing schedules;

(ii) Representatives of the national departments of the Member States
which (still) have no operational auxiliary vessers, but whose
fishing freets operate on the high seas (Denmark and rreland);

(iii) Representat,ives of the owners of fishing vessers and repre-
sentatives of the crewj (Joint Committee).

This working Party met in L973. rt can therefore be assumed
that even in the early years of its existence, the Joint committee, in
association with the commission's departments, has given a significant
boost to the - obvious - cooperation between auxiliary services which
could under no circumstances justifiably operate on a totally independent
basis.

L2. The second conclusion in the Joint Committee's 1973 report refers-
to the increase over a lO-year period in the Member states' freet of
auxiliary vessels to 36.

As regards this point, it was, however, decided in 1973 that the necessary
experience should be acquired in the field of coordination and cooperarion
before consultations began on an increase in the fleet. rn this respect
it is worth noting that the number of vessels put into service for thi-s
kind of assistance has increased since L972 from 5 to 15 vessels; arr
the parties concerned clearly recognize that the fleet must be increased
on economic as well as on humanitarian grornd=I.

In view of the experience acquired over the last five or six year-s,
the proposals which this parliamentary document calls on the Commission
to make shourd include a programme enabling the freet of auxiriary
vessels to be gradually increased. This programme should include some

kind of Community financial assistance.

13. AtrErt from the comments and requests made in the previous points,
we can say that the Joint Committee's initiatives in this field have
been satisfactorily carried out. The Commission's depa.rtments have so far
published cnry one document,in ]975,with a totar of seven tables, one of
which is incruded as a specimen in Annex rr to this docu*ent2;

The accession of spain and portugal to the community and the possible
incorporation at a later stage of the fishing industry of the
associated African states in the common fisheries policy wourd sub-stantially increase the area where assistance is r-quirLd
The document is described in point 3 of this explanatory statement

-L7- PE 56.745/tLn.



Such statistics are still being distributed by the Commission,

although not in the printed form adopted in 1975. The Joint Committce,
which has moved on to deal with other social problems in deep-sea

fishing, is noiv confining itself to watching Ehe developments as they
are implemented at sea.

L4. As we have seen, the 1975 document has resulted in a certain amount of
practical cooperation. The time now seems ripe for a more active policy.
pending a work programme, providing inter alia for an increase in the fleet
of auxiliary vessels, this cooperation needs to be consolidated and extended.

The Commission needs for this purpose a specialized body working under

the supervision and responsibility of the Commission. This body, which would

of course be shore-based, would have to be a technical and administrative
body responsible for the execution of the following four main functions:

Coordination: (a) the regular preparation of a Community-wide sailing list,
in consultation and collaboration with the institutions
and organizations concerned, based on coordinated nalionEl
sailing programmes;

(b) close cooperation with the Community centre for coordinating
surveillance and inspection duties:

f. in the introduction of additional duties for auxiliary
vessels in the field of 'passive observation' and pro-
tection of the maritime environment;

2. in the provision of assistance from logistic units in
an emergency such as fire or explosion on board fishing
vessels on the high seas and during search and rescue

operat ion s ;

(c) in the preparation of proposals to the Commission on

auxiliary vessels policy, including the expansion of the
auxiliary tleet if necessary.

Communicat:Lel1: (a) the organization and operation of a radio telephone and

radiotelegraph system available 24 hours a day to help
establish contact between auxiliary vessels and fishing
vessels forming part of fleets which are not being escorted
by an auxiliary vessel of their own nationality, or to
provide similar assistance for fishing vessels under way or

fishing in small groups or individually and which are a

long way from the nearest fishing fleet;

-18- PE 56.745/fLn.



(b) watch duties of three 8-hour periods per day, to
monitor the positions and working conditions of
auxiliary and fishing vessels.

Information: (a) if coordination is to be at aII successful, the
reluctance of fishermen from one Member State to
call in an auxiliary vessel of a nationality other
than their own in an emergency must.be overcome.

This can only be done if the crews of fishing and

auxiliary vessels meet one another, at Community
Ieve1, at appropriate times, thus getting to know

one another and making personal contacts, whilst
being briefed in a responsible and effective manner

on the possible achievements of close cooperation in
the field of maritime assistance;

information must also cover matters of general
importance to shipping and fishing, and convince the
crews of auxiliary vessels and fishing fleets that
by joining forces they will help to strengthen the
bond between European nations.

Administration: (a) providing the Commission with regular reports on the
practical aspects of providing assistance;

(b) eovering all administrative requirements and dealing
with correspondence.

The structure of this body coull take the following form:

(b)

Coordinator
Coordination Dept.

"Administrative Dept.
Correspondence

Communications Dept.
Operations Bureau

- 19 - PE 56.745/fin.
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IV. Ct onclusions

15. In the first place we must conclude that the existing official cooperation
and practical coordination should be continued and improved in tne areas

where this is possible under present conditions, i.e. on the present legal
basis.

16. Given that the number of vessels available for this purpose doubled

between 1970 and 1975 without any Community intervention, we may legiti-
matell, conciude that the Community does not yet need to seek to increase

their numbers by putting Community vessels into service and assuming

r.esponsibility for their operation.

rndeed, the facts of the situation seem to imply that a Community

-Lg.g_ql basis could gradually be given to the voluntary cooperation between

the Member States. Ttre Commission should therefore make immediate

proposals on this subject, on the one hand to consolidate ihe improvements

in practical cooperation, and on the other to help to extend it, especially
in the form of a work programme which should include Community financial and

techrrical support for measures to encourage an increase in the fleet of
auxiliary vessels.

A specific legal basis for putting fisheries auxiliary services on a

Community fooEing is to be found in Article 9 of Regulation No. LOI/76

laying down a common structural policy for the fishing industry which

stipulates that the Community is required to take measures to contribute to
'the improvement, in step with technical progress, of the standard and

conditions of living of the population which depends on fishing for its
1livelihood''. Confirmation of this task is also laid down in Article 4 of

Regulation (EEC) No. L852/78 on an interim corrrnon measure for restricting the

inshore fishing industry, whielr provides for support from the EAGGF for
projects to improve'the working conditions and, in particular, the safety
of the workers concerned'2.

In paragraph 53 of its resolution of 15 December Lg77r, the European

Parliament again called on the Commission 'to begin preparation of an

overall social policy for the fisheries sector covering such matters as

. safety on board ship and at sea'.

77. fhe question also arises here whether the Community should take over

the entire official and technical apparatus necessaqf for the day-to-day
administration of a Community system of fisheries auxiliary vessels con-

sisting of national elements. It would seem more appropriate 4 to delegate
ttris task to one or more existing institutions, possibly under the super-
vision and on the responsibility of the Commission.

'I*oJ No L 2O/7e', p. 2L

2o.l No L2rL/1 a, p. 30

?-OJ No C 6h8, p.125
4
See pages 15 and 19 of thig document
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18' rn conclusion, the financing of the proposed community system must besettled, in particular because the existing funds (i.e. the EAccF,
Guidance section, and the ESE ) are juridically unabre to give subsidies
under the legislation currently in force.

If the principle of a Community
separa.te budgetary item would have to
possible opportunity (1980) .

system were formalty adopted, a
be established at the earliest

19. The Committee on Social Affairs, Employment
for the entirely favourable opinions of the three
opinions.

and Education is grateful
committees asked for their

with respect to the opinion of the committee on Agriculturel and the
observation contained therein regarding the special position of rreland, it
would point out that there is no intention to entrust the provision of medical
or other assistance to naval vessels, irrespective of whether they are on active
service or carrying out police duties. where naval vessels are at present used
for that purpose, the vessels involved have been temporarily withdrawn from
their normal duties. According to the experts, the use of vessels with a
primarily naval function is irreconcilable with the humanitarian nature of the
assistance in question.

The committee on social Affairs, Employment and Education understands from
the opinion of the committee on Budgets2 that on the basis of the data it has
available at Present - i.e. the data contained in this report - it saw no reason
for advancing any objections of principle to the objectives set out in the report,
in particular to the idea of a community contribution from the general budget of
the communities, the size of which will, of course, have to be determined during
this year's budgetary debate.

o
oo

The assistance on which Community fishermen _ and
small freighters - can at present rely on the high seas
parably smaller than in other occupations, the efforts r

in this respect are similarly unequal.

even the crews of
is not only incom-

made by Member States

Now that there is considerable readiness to cooperate on the part of the
Member States, it is clear that if community financial assistance were provided,
partly to share out more equitably the financial burdens in this sector, a new
element of Community policy could be financed which would improve the safety
of a group of workers where, strangely enough, a division into workers and

emoloyers olays litt1e or no part at all.
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AM{EX III
ACCTDENT STATTSTTCS DRAWN UP ON THE BASTS OF

RECOGNIZED OCCUPATToNAL ACCIpENTS (1976)

Cause of accident Merchant
vessels
total

Fishing
vessels

Deaths
Merchant
vessels

Fishing
vessels

Special hazards of the sea
and at sea

463 128 3 0

Windlasses, warping or mooring
winches and towing equipment

297 49 4 0

Hatches, loading tackj-e, cranes

:::. :::. :spondins 
saferv de"ices

404 4T 2 0

Doors and gates

119 11 0 0

Decks, floors and gangplanks

224 31 1 0

::..1:::' 
sanswavs and ladders

453 24 0 0

Turbines, engines, compreslors,
pressure tanks, electrical
installations, miscellaneous

:: :: 331 31 2 0

Welding equipment, drilling
machines, lathes, grinding
machines and smal1 tools

308 62 0 0

Fishing hazards
Nets
OtLer boards r pon! boards
Trawl warps, jiggers, bobbies
Scaling equipment
Fish-proces sing machines,
f ish-mea1 installations
Fishbones
Other accidents

Total:

0
U

0
0

0
3

0

11
19
19
I

t2
38
43

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

3 150 0 0

Miscellaneous hazards

66L 63 n 0

Any other accidents 649 t47 1B 0

Accidents at sea - Total 3,912 737 30 U

Table taken from the annual report of 'Seeberufsgenossenschaft, (Seafarers'
Association) of the Federal Republic of Germany.
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ANNEX IV

MoTIoN FoR A RESoLUTIoN (Document 573/7EJx

tabled by tvtr C. BERKIIOUWER

pursuant to RuIe 25 of the Rules of procedure

on the :oordination of the activities of fisheries
auxiliary vessels at community level

* rhi" document replaces Doc. 77/79 of 3 tttay l97gwhich is hereby withdrawn
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The European Parliament,

- having regard to the fact that vessels from the Community Member States
operate in fishing grounds covering an area of over 4 million sq. km.,
which is three times the surface area of the Community,

- having regard to the fact that the sea fishing industry currently
employs approx. I5O,OOO people in working conditions that are
markedly inferior to those in virtually all other occupations,

- having regard to the fact that there are currently no more than
15 vessels in service to provide medicar, technical, meteorological
and logistic assistance iur the sea fishing industry, that none of these
vessels are ever at sea simultaneously and that each one operates
primarily in those areas where fishermen of the same nationality are
exercising their profession,

- having regard to the fact that, since 1970, the commission has set up

a Joint Committee on Socia1 problems in Sea Fishing under the
Directorate-General for Social Affairs and that, as a result of an

opinion adopted by this committee in Scheveningen in 1971, the
beginnings of coordination have been established on a voluntary basis
by the departments of the Directorate-General between the Member

States concerned in the form of a mutual exchange of information on

the sailing pJ-ans of auxiliary vessels,

- having regard to the fact that the Community is required under
Article 9 of Regulation No. lotrl76 laying down a common structural
lplicV for the fishing industry (O,I No. L 20/76, p. 19) to take
measures to contribute to'the improvement, in step with technical
piogress, of the standard and conditions of living of the population
which depends on fishing for its livelihood,,

- having regard to the fact that, in paragraph 53 of its Resorution of
15 December 1978 (O,r No. c 6/78, p. L25), parliament once again
called on the commission to 'begin preparation of an overarl sociar
policy for the fisheries sector covering such matters as... safety
both on board ship and at sea' ,

L. Notes with appreciation the measure of coordination established between
the activities of fisheries auxiliary vessels;

2. Takes the view that it is still far from possible with this first
move to$rards coordination to provide fishermen with the same standard
of social measures and protection in respect of working conditions
as enjoyed by other occupations that are land-based;

3. Requests the Commission, therefore, to submit proposals by mid-1979
at the latest (see paragraph 5 below) for the progressive improvement,
intensification and expansion of the system of auxj-liary vessels for
the sea fishing industry;

2A - pE 56.748/ fin./Ann.rv



4. Requests the Commission in this connection to examine whether the
activities in question cottld be delegated b1' tlre ('()uunurrit \', :rn(l un(lcr

its supervision, to already existing organizations or institutions
possessing the necessary experience;

5. Requests the Commission finally to ensure that, with effect from 1980,

a post is entered in the Community budget, as provided for inter alia
in Article 18 of the draft directive on certain inmediate measures

to adjust capacity in the fisheries sector (ooc. lSl/77 - rv - col4(78)

543 final), in order to ensur, adequate support for the measures

referred to in paragraphs 3 and 4 of this resolution.
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OPINION OF THE LUIVIMIff!;!: UN AGHICUL'I'UR!;

Letter from the chairman of the committee to Mr Van der GtlN, chaj-rman

of the Committee on social -affairs, Employment and Education

5 l,larch 1979

Dear Mr Ctrairman,

At its meeting of 19-20 February 1979 the Committee on Agriculture

considered the motion for d resolution tabled by I'[r BERKIIOUWER on the

coordinationoftheactivitiesoffisheriesauxiliaryvesselsatCommunity
1Ievel .

In the context of the draft general budget of the EuroPean communities

for the 1979 financial year our cqnmittee urged the council, in a number

of amendments, to introduce a colnmon policy of the t"^2. To this end, it

recommended the creation of a Community coastguard service with

responsibility in particular for search and rescue operations at sea.

It reaffirmed this position in its report on certain inspection

procedures governing fisting activities and surveillance procedures

governing other activities affecting the co[trnon system for the conservation

and management of fishing t."o,rt"."3.

our committee can therefore only approve the content of Mr BERKHOUWER',S

motion for a resolution since it is in line tnlith its own initiatives' It

will therefore support your committee if it decides to propose, within the

framework of the 1980 budget, the adoption of a new item to finance the

coordination of the activities of fisheries auxiliary vessels at Community

Ieve1.

1 Preserrt: Mr Caillavet, chairman; Mr Hughes, vice-chairman; Mr Andersen,
litr Cunningham, I'Ir De Keersmaeker (deputizing for Mr Pucci); Itlr Friih,
Mr Hansen, I'lr Hoffmanni Mr B.Nielsen, Mr Soury and Mr Tolman

2 ,o". 4oo/78/Ann., p. 49

3 ,o". 44L/78, rapporteur Mr Klinker
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However, our conunittee would draw your attention to the following
points3

- it asks that the case of rreland, which belongs to neither the Atlantic
Alliance nor to AIATO, should be given special consideration in as far as
the coordination of auxiliary vessels' activities should be in the hands
of military authorities;

- it stresses the particular responsibility of the Community tor*ards its
fishermen who support the common fishing policy, and asks your conmittee
to examine the problems caused by the uncongenial and often dangerous
working conditions of Conununity fishermen, with the aim of increasing
their safety at sea.

Yours sincerely,

(sgd) Henri Caillavet
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTFE ON THE ENVIRON}4ENT, PUBLTC HEALTH AND CONSUI4ER

PROTECTION

Letter from the chairman of the committee to Mr Van der cUN, chairman

of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education

22 Iilarch 1979

Dear Mr Chairman,

At its meeting of 2L March 1979 the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection considered the motion for a resolution
on the coordination of the activities of fisheries auxiliar.y vessels at
Conununity level (Ooc. 573/78f.

On the basis of the working drcument taid before it,, the corunittee
considers that the level of medical care and of technical, meteorological
and logistic support services for Community sea fisheries is inadequate.
fn view of this situation and of the accident statistics, which show that
fisheries vessels account for almosl 20% of all accidents in Community

wa1:ers, the committee wishes to emphasize the need to supplement the cornmon

fisheries policy by a common seial and health-care policy for the t5O,OOO

people who are employed in the sea fisheries sector.

Since, in the view of your committee, there can be no question of
setting up a Communi-ty fleet of fisheries auxiliary vessels, the Connnunity

should concentrate 1ts activities on giving financial assistance in order
to extend the national fleet,s and develop its coordinating role through the
Joint Committee on SociaI Problems in Deep-sea Fishing.

( sgd) J. B. Krouwel-Vlam

Present: Mrs Krouwel-VLam,

Mr E1lis, Mr Lamberts, Lord

l4r Wawrzik

chairman; Mr Alber, Mr Andersen, Mr Edurards,

St. Oswald, Mr Verhaegen, Mr Veronesi and
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OPINION OF THE COMI4TTTEE ON BT'DGETS

Letter from the chairman of the committee to Mr Van der GUN, chairman
of the Committee on Social Affairs, Employment and Education

28 March 1979

Dear Mr Chairman,

During its current meeting the Committee on Budgets has considered
this matter in the presence of Mr BERKHOUIVER, the author of the motion
for a resolution (Doc. a73/78).

It noted that the only aspect falling within its terms of reference
concerned the request that the Commission should make financial provision
in the 1980 budget for developing the activities in question (paragraph 5

of the motion for a resolution). Where this was concerned, it decided
that it would consider the proposals made by the Commission when it drew
up the annual budget of the Communities for 1980.

As regards the substance of the resolution, the Comrnittee on Budgets
naturally takes the view chat it is the responsibility of your committee
to consider its scope.

Yours sincerely,

(sgd) Erwin Lange
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